DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
has repeatedly appealed to the country for support in vast pro-
grammes of rearmament to enable it to withstand the grab-
dictatorships; they have obtained the support, they have not
rearmed, the grab-dictatorships have always had their way.
What is the answer?
On this Munich occasion, a- few still small voices, in small
countries, were raised on a note disharmonious in that great chorus
of rejoicing.
In Yugoslavia, Samouprava said that *the small countries had
had a cruel lesson',
In Denmark, which was beginning to thank its stars that it had
at least abstained from the vote in that League of Nations Council
meeting at Geneva in 1935 when Germany was condemned as a
treaty-breaker, the National Tidtnde said:
That state which England and France formed and drew the
borders of is now learning from the same powers that they
have signed its death warrant without even asking it —in
order to save peace. But it is difficult to imagine a more
effective appeal to lesser states to seek safety in agreement
with Germany than the acquiescence of France and England
to Herr Hitler's ultimatum*
In Norway the Speaker of the Storting, C, J. Hambro, said;
A British Foreign Minister, Sir Austen Chamberlain* did
more than any other man to consolidate the political prestige
of the League of Nations and to create confidence in the good-
will of the Great Powers* His brother Neville Chamberlain
has dofle more than any other to undermine that prestige
and destroy that goodwill
His policy in the last month has dismayed the small demo-
cratic states and aroused the worst fears for their future. Not
the solution of the Czechoslovak question, but the manner
of its solving must be described as an act of violence without
its like in civilized history, England and France created
Czechoslovakia, Benesh was the pioneer of their policy; they
urged him on and pfaised him at every opportunity — and
now they sacrifice his country by selling it behind his back.
It is comprehensible that during the last League Assembly in
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